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Presentation Overview

• the further layers of complexity of elder abuse in ethno cultural communities
• the gaps and barriers experienced by service users and service providers
• the emergence of elder abuse in Alberta, overlaid by immigration trends in the 

same time period
• insights into enhancements that can be developed to enhance elder abuse 

prevention and intervention services with ethno cultural communities
• community engagement and community development processes being utilized in 

the project



History Of Elder Abuse In 
Alberta

1982 – EA in Manitoba
1985 – EA in Alberta
1987 – 1st EA info booklet in 
Canada
1989 – EARS program as pilot
1997 – Capital Health EA 
subcommittee submits report
1998 – EAIT launched
1998 – EA in immigrant 
communities identified as 1/8 
gaps



Source: Social Atlas of City of Edmonton
M.A.P.S. Alberta Capital Region

Tagalog (Pilipino, Filipino) 
(9,327) 

Punjabi (Punjabi) (6,330)

Cantonese (7, 875)

Mandarin (5,815)

Spanish (5,339)
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This slide illustrates the top 5 non official primary languages spoken in Edmonton homes in 2014.  This gives you an idea as to why the Immigrant Seniors Project has focused on the South Asian and Chinese communities.  � the 2011 National Household survey (Statistics Canada) indicated that 1 of 5 people in Canada’s population are foreign-born� with Visible Minorities representing  18.4% of AB’s populationEdmonton’s top 3  visible minorities: South Asian, Chinese, Filipino� The 2006 Edmonton Social Plan (City of Edmonton) indicated that 23.8% of Edmonton’s Immigrant population arrived in Canada 1981-199021.8% arrived between 1971 and 1980most of these  Immigrants were 20 or older  when they immigrated, so if you do the math, most of these individuals would be considered seniors.  ���



What Have We Accomplished To Date?

• Seniors Protection Partnership
• Seniors Safe House
• Seniors Abuse HelpLine
• Presentations/Workshops
• Elder Abuse Consultation Team
• Peer support – Relationships With Your Adult Children
• Community Action Committee (concerned community members)



1998-2015
Elder Abuse in Immigrant Community Identified as 1/8 gaps
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 however, there were 8 gaps identified with prevention and intervention in elder abuse with ethno-cultural communities being one of those gaps.  



SPP Mission & Vision

• To prevent and respond to elder abuse in collaboration with others – to 
enhance safety and well being of seniors

• To build greater strength amongst the senior population and support 
within the community



How The Project Came Together

• In September 2015, the Steering Committee came together in 
response to the Government of Alberta’s TAKING ACTION 
AGAINST ELDER ABUSE COORDINATED COMMUNITY RESPONSE 
GRANT PROGRAM

• The grant is a 3 year initiative aimed at supporting the 
development/enhancement of coordinated community response 
models

• Successful applicants demonstrated formal commitment of 5 
community organizations involved in providing services and 
supports to seniors



• On November 4th, 2015, the Steering Committee was approved for the 
grant and received Year 1 funding

• Year 3 funding granted last summer

• 31 CCRs currently granted funding in AB



Year 3 Funding Announcement 

http://edmonton.ctvnews.ca/video?clipId=1147907
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Member of Legislative Assembly, Honourable Lori Sigurdson, Minister of Seniors and Housing

http://edmonton.ctvnews.ca/video?clipId=1147907


Project Rationale

• The purpose of the Immigrant Seniors Project is to enhance the Senior 
Protection Partnership coordinated community response model to 
more effectively address immigrant elder abuse in Edmonton

• The SPP gets very few requests for education and awareness information or 
presentations from ethno-cultural services providers. 

• The SPP receive even fewer requests/referrals for help with immigrant elder 
abuse intervention

• The incidence of Elder Abuse is believed to be as high as in the mainstream 
community
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Steering Committee
• ASSIST Community Services Centre
• Multicultural Women and Seniors Services Centre
• TODAY Family Violence Help Centre
• Seniors Protection Partnership

• Catholic Social Services
• City of Edmonton
• Covenant Health
• Edmonton Police Service
• Sage Seniors Association

Multicultural Women 
and Seniors Services 
Association



Project Objectives

1. To undertake an Environmental Scan

2. Develop an inventory of key Chinese and South Asian organizations

3. Consult with the identified key Chinese and South Asian organizations, 
leaders and service providers that serve immigrants and seniors



Project Objectives

4. To finalize a committed team; develop a formal work plan; and begin 
the enhancement work

5. Produce an implementation plan for enhancing the SPP Coordinated 
Community Response Model with regard to immigrant elder abuse

6. To contract an Evaluator to develop and implement a formative 
Evaluation Plan of the Immigrant Seniors Project in consultation



Schedule

Early 
Concept 
Phase
•November 2015

Concept 
Phase
•November 2015 –
March 2016

Early 
Development 
Phase
•January 2017

Development 
Phase
•March 2017 –
April 2018

Early
Implementation 
Planning Phase
•January 2018

Implementation 
Planning Phase
•March – June 2018



Coordinated Community Response

“A coordinated community response involving health, police, judicial and 
legal services, shelters and protection services, schools and other 
education institutions, religious or cultural groups, and others is an 
important strategy to ensure survivors of violence […] and their 
dependents receive the comprehensive support they need in a timely 
and sensitive manner.”

Source: UN Women: United Nations Entity for Gender Equality and the Empowerment of Women (2012). Developing coordinated community responses. Retrieved from: 
http://www.endvawnow.org/en/articles/319-developing-coordinated-community-responses-.html



Elder Abuse – Working Definition

• Any action or inaction by self or others that jeopardizes the health or 
well-being of an older adult occurring within any relationship where 
there is an expectation of trust.

• This includes physical, emotional, psychological, financial, cultural, 
sexual, medication or spiritual abuse as well as passive or active 
neglect.
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Adapted from ‘Family Violence Across the Lifespan’ training from the Today Family Violence Help Centre (2017), & ‘Addressing Elder Abuse in Alberta: A Strategy for Collective Action’ by the Government of Alberta (2010)Cultural/Immigration abuse: using cultural beliefs and values to disempower. Ranges from criticism, to barring participation, forcing the abused person to behave in a way that is contrary to their community’s norms. Threatening deportation, destroying immigration papers, or using a person’s immigration status against them. Threatening to harm people in their home country. Threatening to take permanent residency documents or passports.Spiritual abuse: criticsm of or barring participation from a person’s spiritual practice. Forcing someone to behave in a way that is contrary to their beliefs. Misuses of scripture to support abusive behaviour. Forcing a person to engage in spiritual or religious activities against their will. Faith leaders dismiss or deny the behaviour.Emotional/Psychological: actions or statements hat cause emotional anguish, fear diminished self-esteem or dignity.the use of words or actions to control, dominate, intimidate, degrade, and/or intentionally harm another psychologically. It Encompasses a wide range of behaviours that attack a Person’s sense of self-worth. It is about a misuse of power to control another person. These behaviours are terrorizing, isolating, ignoring, corrupting, exploiting, and controlling.Financial: The misuse of a senior’s funds or property through fraud, trickery, theft or forcewhen someone uses money or property to control and/or exploit another personPhysical: Actions that cause physical discomfort, pain or injury.intentional use of force, or threats of force, on another person in an attempt to control behaviour, intimidate, or punish. It may consist of a single incident, or multiple, repeated and potentially escalating incidents. It can cause physical pain or injury that can create ongoing health issuesNeglect: the active (intentional) or passive (unintentional) failure to provide a senior with a basic level of care.failure to provide basic necessities of life. Some examples include, but are not limited to, proper housing, enough food, medication, clothing, love or attention, care, and destroying or withholding assistive aidsMedication: the intentional or unintentional misuse of medications and prescriptions, such as withholding or providing doses that cause bodily harm, sedation or other adverse effect(s)Sexual: unwanted sexual behaviours including sexual comments, exploitive use of pornography, fondling or sexual assaultAny non-consensual action that pressures or coerces someone to do something sexually they don’t want to do. It can also refer to behavior that impacts a person’s ability to control their sexual activity or the circumstances in which sexual activity occurs.



Environmental Scan

1. what’s WORKING?

2. what CHALLENGES do they face?

3. WORDS OF WISDOM for the Immigrant Seniors Project



Collective Impact

“Collective Impact is the commitment of a group of important actors 
from different sectors to a common agenda for solving a specific social 
problem, using a structured form of collaboration.”

Source: Kania, J. & Kramer, M. (2011). Collective Impact. Stanford Social Innovation Review
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Collective Impact

Collective Impact 2.0
• Leadership: management style
• 5 Conditions

• Common Agenda
• Shared Measurement
• Mutually Reinforcing Activities
• Continuous Communication
• Backbone Support

Collective Impact 3.0
• Leadership: movement building
• 5 Conditions

• Community Aspiration
• Strategic Learning
• High Leverage Activities
• Inclusive Community Engagement
• Containers for Change

Source: Cabaj, M., & Weaver, L. (2016). Collective impact 3.0: An evolving framework for community change. Tamarack Institute.



Collective Impact

5 Phases:

1. Assess Readiness
2. Initiate Action
3. Organize for Impact
4. Begin Implementations
5. Sustain Action and Impact

Components of Success:

• Governance and Infrastructure
• Strategic Planning
• Community Engagement
• Evaluation and Improvement

Source: Ontario Trillium Foundation, & Tamarack Institute (2016). OTF webinar series: Collective Impact 101.



Assessing Readiness

Collaboration Spectrum:

Compete > Co-Exist > Communicate > Cooperate > Coordinate > Collaborate > Integrate

Source: Ontario Trillium Foundation, & Tamarack Institute (2016). OTF webinar series: Collective Impact 101.
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Source: Born, P. (2014). Deepening Community: Finding joy together in chaotic times. San Francisco, CA: Berrett-Koehler Publishers. 3 options for community in challenging times:Aggression (fear-based community)Moving against othersSeeking power over others, exploiting others, or vying for personal achievement or social recognition at the cost of othersDetachment (shallow community)Moving away from othersSeeking personal autonomy or narrowing one’s personal boundaries to avoid othersCompliance (deep community)Moving towards othersSeeking the affection or approval of others and working together to solve problems



Deepening Community By…

• …Deepening Conversations:

• Conversing

• Engaging

• Collaborating

• Casting a Vision

Source: Born, P. (2012). Community Conversations: Mobilizing the ideas, skills, and passion of community organizations, governments, businesses, and people (2nd ed.). Toronto, ON & 
New York, NY: BPS Books.
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p. 60-61Share your storyEnjoy one anotherCare for one another (build social capital)Take care of one another (empathy and belonging)Work together for a better world (Collective altruism) – share a belief that creates benefit for allGiving your full identity – believe in this



Environmental Scan
• Develop Key Questions & undertake contact and conversation

1. understand the ORGANIZATION
2. understand the Immigrant and/or Senior serving PROGRAM
3. what’s WORKING?
4. what CHALLENGES do they face?
5. Words of Wisdom for the Immigrant Seniors Project
6. what level of INVOLVEMENT they might be interested in with the ISP

• Want to be kept updated
• Open to consult anytime
• Want to be part of the Working Team

• Introduce the Immigrant Seniors Project and provide information about it



Ecological Model

Individual

Relationships

Community

Societal factors

Source: Violence Prevention Alliance: Global Campaign for Violence Prevention (2017). The ecological framework. WHO: World Health Organization. Retrieved from: 
http://www.who.int/violenceprevention/approach/ecology/en/
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Case Scenario
• Created by SPP for the project. Based on components of a real case
• Client: 85yo Chinese female 
• Abuser: 56yo daughter 
• Types of abuse: physical, emotional, financial
• Risk factors: poor mobility, isolation, language barrier
• Complexities: long history of mental health issues, language barriers, cultural 

distances, family dynamics
• Other family members:

• older son, his wife and wife's  parents
• middle daughter and her husband
• adult grandchildren



Seniors
• Best Practice

• Seniors helping seniors: nominate informal leader in group

• Challenge
• EXTREMELY reluctant to break down relationship or get loved one in trouble

ie. will prefer to endure abuse rather than take these options

• Word of Wisdom
• Possible bias (re: privacy) often strong desire to either connect with 

support/frontline staff from own culture vs wanting to work with staff who are 
not part of their community



Service Provider
• Best Practice

• Dual relationships/role ie. professional skills and belong to community. 
Ingrained knowledge of language and culture along with ‘know how’ of a 
profession

• Clients may identify a person rather than a service as preferred contact point 
(feel more comfortable in a trusting relationship)

• Challenge
• Language barrier/gap ie. rely on translators:

some info “lost in translation”; translator may not have training in Elder Abuse; 
doubles time

• Word of Wisdom
• Confidential practice is VERY IMPORTANT



Family

• Best Practice
• Target stressors in family: financial, parenting, and gender role
• Decrease family violence by increasing family well-being and health

• Challenge
• Increased caregiver complexity: sandwich generation squished by responsibility 

to care for senior and children: language barrier; financial support; cultural 
expectations high ie. adhering to traditional family roles

• Word of Wisdom
• A household can house extended family members and multiple generations of 

the same family



Community
• Best Practice

• There exist many grassroots efforts within the community that do work similar 
to outreach support

• Challenge
• Clashes in values and cultural conflicts between mainstream and 

immigrant/ethnic
• Lack knowledge of system and unaware of available resources 

• Word of Wisdom
• Build capacity of natural helpers and supporters
• Build capacity of formal/ informal leaders, who can be the “gatekeeper”/ 

“connector”



Agency / Organization

• Best Practice
• Outreach into community to engage and build working relationships

• Challenge
• Community’s understanding of organization and its services may be distorted ie. 

misunderstood, false beliefs, unaware of services, unaware of existence of 
services

• Word of Wisdom
• Promote inter and intra agency awareness of SPP Program



System

• Best Practice
• Handouts to frontline staff (police emergency workers) ie. cards with important 

phone numbers

• Challenge
• Importance of maintaining confidentiality can hinder collaboration or wrap-

around services

• Word of Wisdom
• Adapt a harm reduction approach



Stakeholder Forum

• >90 individuals
• Representing approximately 40 individual organizations and groups
• Introduce Project Partners
• Case Scenario
• Environmental Scan Findings
• Discussion of Opportunity
• Members of both Chinese and South Asian community
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Working Team

• Formed in April 2017
• >35 organizations and groups represented
• 9 meetings total

• Consistent monthly meeting day and time
• Meeting schedule with each meeting’s goal
• Self-governed

• Take turns hosting the meetings
• Build relationships by sharing information about the various host organizations
• Foster relationship building
• Identify and plan the necessary enhancements



>35 organizations & groups represented on the Working Team
• Assist Community Services Centre
• Bhartiya Cultural Society of Alberta

• Breaking the Silence Mental Health
• Canadian Mental Health Association Edmonton 

Region
• Caregivers Alberta

• Catholic Social Services
• Centre for Public Legal Education Alberta
• Chinese Christian Church

• City of Edmonton
• Community Initiatives Against Family Violence
• Covenant Health

• Edmonton John Howard Society
• Edmonton Mennonite Centre for Newcomers
• Edmonton Police Service

• Edmonton Public Library

• Edmonton Seniors Coordinating Council
• G.E.M. Seniors Society
• Indo Canadian Women’s Association
• Islamic Family and Social Services 

Association
• Mill Woods Seniors Association
• Multi Cultural Health Brokers Coop
• Multicultural Women and Seniors Services 

Association
• REACH Edmonton
• Responding to Family Violence in the 

Chinese Community Program
• Rohit Communities
• Sage Seniors Association
• Sexual Assault Centre Edmonton
• Sobey’s & Safeway
• Southside Primary Care Network
• Today Family Violence Help Centre
• University of Calgary Faculty of Social Work



Meeting Schedule

• Orientation: on project, SPP response model, elder abuse
• Terms of Reference
• Governance Structure: Sub-Committees
• Brainstorming
• Pick/decide enhancements
• Planning/drafting
• Fine tune plan
• Submit plan to Steering Committee
• Appreciation



Collective Impact
• Principles of Practice
• Design and implement the initiative with a priority placed on EQUITY.
• Include COMMUNITY MEMBERS in the collaborative.
• Recruit and co-create with CROSS-SECTOR partners.
• Use data to continuously LEARN, ADAPT, AND IMPROVE.
• Cultivate leaders with unique SYSTEM LEADERSHIP skills.
• Focus on program and SYSTEM STRATEGIES.
• Build a culture that fosters RELATIONSHIPS, TRUST, AND RESPECT across 

participants.
• Customize for LOCAL CONTEXT.

Source: Collective Impact Principles of Practice https://collectiveimpactforum.org/resources/collective-impact-principles-practice



Constellation Model: 

SOURCE: Listening to the stars: the constellation model and collaborative social change by T. Surman & M. Surman



Working Team Suggested Enhancements

PREVENTION

Awareness

Education/Training

Peer Support

INTERVENTION

Consultation

Intervention

Follow-Up

Elder
Abuse
Intake
Line



PREVENTION
• Increase awareness as a key prevention plan component

• Elder abuse
• The available service and support

• Annual World Elder Abuse Awareness Day (June 15)
• 2018 theme: Elder abuse in ethnocultural communities 

• Collaboration among local agencies 
• Website/ Newsletter/ Events 
• CIAFV, EFVC, PEAR and so on 

• More action will be taken
• Media Campaign 
• TV, Radio, Newspapers in Native Languages 

Image from: 
https://globalnews.ca/news/3530101/alberta-
government-providing-additional-funding-to-stop-elder-
abuse/



Intervention
• Collaborate as Interventionist
• Join in on Case Consultation

• Reduce the possibility to retraumatize seniors from retelling their abusive 
experience  

• Avoid duplication of services + Collaborate effectively to support clients in a 
timely and culturally sensitive manner

• Linking Protocol: Formalize this relationship so that it becomes policy
• Sustainability 
• Accountability  

Risk 
Assessment

High risk (Level of 
Risk is assigned)

SPP Case 
Consultation 1st Visit

Responding to Family Violence in the Chinese Community Program



24/7 ACCESSIBILITY

•Support that is not 911
•Language Support

•Risk Assessment
•Safety Planning
•Referral
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Reflections

• There have been a number of unexpected successes already
• New relationships between Project Partners directly benefited a SA client
• Request for EA training to English instructors
• EA education to ethnic seniors
• Engaging with the business community
• Legal resources to an ethnic seniors group
• WEAAD 2017 – media event and subsequent media coverage
• Meeting in different places 
• Forming relationships – frontline workers are more confident to make referrals



Resources
Immigrant Seniors Project Contact information:

• Garima Khatri (Project Coordinator): immigrantseniorsproject@gmail.com
• Pat Power (Project Manager): pat.power@edmonton.ca

• EMERGENCY: 911 (24/7, interpreters)

Edmonton:
• Non-Emergency Police Dispatch: 780-423-4567 (24/7)
• Elder Abuse Intake Line: 780-477-2929 (9am-4:00pm, non-emergency)

Alberta-wide:
• Family Violence Information Line: 310-1818 (24/7, interpreters)
• 211: Information about government/health/social services/public sector resources

(24/7, interpreters)
• Alberta Elder Abuse Awareness Council: albertaelderabuse.ca



Questions? Comments?



"If you want to go fast, go alone; but if you 
want to go far, go together.“

–African proverb
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